WATER      UNDER      THE      BRIDGES
reason and to choose negotiation rather than resort to force, it was
imperative to establish as close relations with the Nazis as possible.
It would have been utterly futile to expect them to pay attention to me
if I had adopted an attitude of icy aloofness. I was determined for
that reason to go to the Nuremberg rally, which up to 1937 had been
boycotted by the British, French, and American representatives.
I would have failed in my duty to H,M. Government had I followed
any other course. Diplomatic representatives abroad are not sent
to their posts to dig pins into the Government to which they are
accredited, but to do their utmost to work as closely as possible with
it. Otherwise why send an Ambassador to Berlin at all? The right
alternative would then have been to be represented by a Charge
d5 Affaires and to restrict official and personal relations to a minimum.
There would certainly have been no Munich if I had not established
the good relations which I did with the Nazi leaders, and war would
have come in 1938 instead of a year later. It must be left to the future
to decide as to whether that would have been better or not for us and
for the world generally. Personally, to-day, nearly four years later,
I am entirely of the same opinion as I was then and, even in the light
of wisdom after the event, would, as I have already said, act again
exactly as I did when I was in Berlin.
Since my return home I have sometimes been charged with having
kept H.M. Government inadequately informed of German's military
strength. But the whole world knew that Hitler was making guns
instead of butter, and was engaged in preparation for war on a four-
year plan to make Germany independent of materials from outside.
He never needed to conceal the fact. It was the politicians at home,
not the diplomats abroad, who persisted in telling the British people
that Hitler's rearmament programme was simply a bluff and that there
would be no war. The correspondents of every newspaper in the
world were sitting in Berlin and could have proclaimed, and in
many cases did proclaim, Germany's intentions to the British public.
None is so deaf as the adder that stoppeth her ear; and the British
public—and Parliament in particular—believing there could be no
war because they wished that there should be none, and lulled into a
false security by the resonant slogans of the League of Nations, sat
back and did nothing. Anyone in Britain (and there were many others
besides Winston Churchill) who pressed for more ships or planes or
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